Results Mean grey matter perfusion with the TR-FOCI was 52.5 ± 10.3 mL/100 g/min, being significantly higher than the 34.6 ± 2.6 mL/100 g/min obtained with the FOCI pulse. No significant effect of the dielectric pads was observed. Conclusion The usage of the B 1 + -optimised TR-FOCI pulse results in a significantly higher perfusion signal. PICORE-ASL is feasible at ultra-high field with no changes to operating conditions.
Introduction
Different approaches exist to estimate and quantitate perfusion with MRI. All of them follow the path or the amount of a systemic substance into the organ of interest. One class of methods involves the injection of a contrast agent as a tracer, i.e. dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI) [1] and dynamic susceptibility-weighted MRI (DSC-MRI) [2] . The second, non-invasive class of methods is called arterial spin labelling (ASL) [3, 4] . ASL uses the blood in the arteries, which feed the organ of interest as an endogenous tracer. To create a bolus of labelled blood, the magnetisation of arterial protons is inverted before it enters the organ or tissue of interest. Labelling is thereby achieved by employing radio-frequency (RF) pulses in combination with magnetic field gradients.
The measurement of perfusion with ASL is dependent on very small signal changes. Physiologically, the ASL signal is limited by the amount of micro-vascular blood per tissue volume, which in the brain only amounts to about 1 % of the tissue signal. The ASL signal is also decreases by the longitudinal relaxation of the labelled magnetisation which occurs during the inflow time, i.e. the time the labelled bolus is given to flow into the microvasculature. Therefore, the implementation of ASL methods at ultrahigh fields (≥7 T) is beneficial in two ways: first, the overall signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) increases approximately linearly with the main field strength; and second, longitudinal relaxation times (T 1 ) increase with higher field strengths (T 1 ~ ω 1/3 ) [5] . As a result, not only does the overall SNR increase, but also the decay of the labelled bolus is slower leading to a higher perfusion signal.
Although the feasibility and the benefits of ASL at 7 T [6] [7] [8] [9] and at 9.4 T [10] human scanners has been shown, its implementation is not straight forward. Field inhomogeneities of both the main magnetic field B 0 as well as the transmit field B 1 + are both problematic, which is why previous studies have mainly concentrated on the superior regions of the brain. The lower regions of the head and in the neck suffer from inhomogeneous fields and lower maximal B 1 + amplitudes, which present a challenge to ensure adequate labelling efficiency, profile, and temporal extent of the blood bolus [8, 11, 12] . This is mainly due to the significant B 1 + drop at the skull base of the dedicated transmit/receive head coils used at ultra-high field systems. Further, the specific absorption rate (SAR) poses another limiting factor at ultra-high fields as the power dissipation increases quadratically with B 0 [13] . Here, pulsed ASL (PASL) [14, 15] can be advantageous over pseudo-continuous ASL (pCASL) [12, 16, 17] because only one inversion pulse is transmitted every few seconds, i.e. once per label and control experiment, respectively, while for pCASL a train of short, low flip angle RF pulses is used.
Although adiabatic inversion pulses, commonly used in PASL, are insensitive to B 0 and B 1 + inhomogeneities, they still require a minimal B 1 + amplitude so that the adiabatic condition is fulfilled and a proper labelling is guaranteed. Various researchers have proposed to overcome this problem with either the use of dielectric pads placed around the neck to enhance the local B 1 + [18] or through dedicated transmit labelling coils placed on the neck [19, 20] . Alternatively, special adiabatic inversion pulses, designed to cause inversion at much lower peak B 1 + , have also been proposed [10, 21] . However, the actual benefit, i.e. the increase in perfusion signal, of such a pulse has not been investigated, nor has the combination with the clinically widely used PICORE [15] labelling scheme. So far, as an offcentre "label" placement approach, PICORE was avoided at ultra-high field due to the challenges involved with its implementation [8] .
In this work, we present a B 1 + -optimised adiabatic inversion pulse in conjunction with the clinically used PICORE labelling scheme. Its performance, in terms of perfusion signal, is investigated by comparing it to a commonly used adiabatic inversion pulse. Further, the impact of dielectric pads on the signal is studied. We hypothesise that we can provide sufficient labelling efficiency and significant increase in perfusion signal with no changes to operating conditions and SAR management.
Materials and methods
A prototype ASL sequence that utilises the PICORE Q2TIPS [15, 22] labelling scheme and a multi-slice 2D echo-planar imaging (EPI) readout, where different frequency-offset corrected inversion (FOCI) pulses can be implemented, was developed. We compared a FOCI pulse [23] with an alternative, B 1 + -optimised time-resampled (TR) FOCI pulse [24] . Both pulses are based on a hyperbolic secant [25] pulse. Design and inversion profile simulations were carried out using MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). The simulation assumes a piece-wise constant amplitude, off-resonance, and gradient strength (hard-pulse approximation). In a reference frame rotating with the RF carrier frequency, the rotation of the magnetisation around the effective field was then expressed in terms of the Cayley-Klein parameters [26, 27] . Relaxation effects were neglected.
Labelling pulses
The pulse parameters of the FOCI pulse in the prototype sequence were: duration T = 10.24 ms, hyperbolic secant bandwidth HS BW = 1932 Hz, β = 1214 rad/s, µ = 5 and FOCI factor F = 20. The normalised B 1 + amplitude A, off-resonance frequency dω, and slice-selection gradient G ss required to invert a 100 mm slab are shown in Fig. 1a . Note that the pulse has a large frequency sweep (±19.3 kHz) to ensure it overcomes potential B 0 inhomogeneities. Critically, the simulations of the inversion profile shown in Fig. 1b reveal that it requires a large maximum B 1 + amplitude of more than 15 μT to ensure complete inversion. Unfortunately, the available maximum B 1 + in the brain stem/cerebellum can be as low as 4.6-5.7 μT [28] . Therefore, a B 1 + -optimised TR-FOCI was designed with a genetic algorithm outlined in Ref. [24] , on the basis of a flattened hyperbolic secant (HS5) [29] . The optimisation algorithm aimed to minimise the maximum B 1 + amplitude required for a complete and uniform inversion while maintaining sharp transition zones. The underlying parameters of the TR-FOCI were: T = 10.25 ms, HS BW = 2072 Hz, F = 15, β = 1170 rad/s and µ = 5.56, resulting in frequency sweep of ±15.5 kHz. Inversion profiles of both pulses were simulated for B 1 + amplitudes of 15, 10, and 5 μT. To assess the off-resonance behaviour of both pulses, additional simulations of the inversions profiles were made at an off-resonance frequency of 400 Hz. Inversion profiles at off-resonance were simulated for four different maximum B 1 + amplitudes. The slice profile of the inversion pulses was verified experimentally using a magnetisation prepared FLASH sequence: TR/TE 5000 ms/2.39 ms, matrix 100 × 100, voxel size 2.0 × 2.0 × 6.0 mm 3 , FA = 15°, BW = 330 Hz/ pixel. The inversion pulses were applied along the readout direction with four B 1 + amplitudes of 15, 10, 5, and 2.5 μT. The slice profiles of the labelling pulse (M z ) were calculated by normalising the complex images (Z) against a reference image (Z ref ), acquired with the pulse amplitude set to zero, but the gradient still present:
Dielectric pads
To test their influence on the perfusion signal, three thin (~5 mm thick) pads were constructed as described in Ref.
[30]. To achieve a high permittivity, they were filled with a mix of deuterated water and barium titanate (volume to fluid ratio 20 %). The pads had a size of ~80 × 80 mm 2 . The total volume of each pad was 32 ml.
Data acquisition
Five healthy volunteers were scanned on a 7 T wholebody research scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Germany) with a 32-channel head coil (Nova Medical, Wilmington, DE, USA) after giving written informed consent according to the local ethics approval. A total of four separate scans were acquired over a 20 min period. PASL data using either FOCI or TR-FOCI pulses were both acquired with and without dielectric pads placed around the neck. Pads were positioned as detailed in [18] . First, perfusion data using pads was acquired. The volunteers were then asked to remove the pads whilst avoiding moving their heads. The order of the FOCI and TR-FOCI acquisitions was randomised. The inflow time TI 2 was optimised in a multi-TI experiment and set to 2,000 ms. Q2TIPS saturation pulses were applied such that the temporal length TI 1 of the labelled bolus was 800 ms. Saturation of inflowing blood was stopped after 1,800 ms. The multi-slice 2D-EPI imaging parameters were: TR/TE = 5,200 ms/15 ms, matrix 64 × 64, voxel size 3.3 × 3.3 × 3.5 mm 3 , iPAT 2, BW = 1,816 Hz/pixel. Sixteen imaging slices were centred on the corpus callosum. Thirty label-control pairs and one additional M 0 image (equilibrium magnetisation) were acquired. The labelling slab had a thickness of 100 mm and was placed 14 mm inferior of the closest imaging slice. The applied reference voltage for all volunteers was fixed at 240 V and the peak voltage of both the FOCI (468.7 V) and the TR-FOCI (429.7 V) labelling pulse was chosen to realise the same SAR performance.
To show the effect of the pads, sagittal B 1 + maps were acquired with and without pads in one volunteer using a slice selective pre-saturation-based technique [31] . To reduce T 1 effects, a multi-slice segmented TurboFLASH readout with centric reordering was used to acquire two images with and without the pre-saturation pulse: TR/ TR TFL /TE = 19.27 s/5 ms/2.66 ms, matrix 128 × 128 × 60, voxel size 2.0 × 2.0 × 3.0 mm 3 , segments 2, concatenations 2, BW = 490 Hz/pixel. At position r, the residual longitudinal magnetisation, M z (r), available for excitation after pre-saturation is dependent on the local flip angle whose signal is referenced against the image acquired with no pre-saturation, M 0 (r) [32] . Absolute B 1 + values can be calculated using Eq. (2): with:
where A is the envelope of the sinc saturation pulse with its maximum amplitude normalised to one, a pulse duration T of 500 µs, and 6 mm slice thickness. A nominal flip angle of the 90° was used.
One volunteer was additionally scanned without dielectric pads where the amplitude of the labelling pulses was progressively scaled to verify the effect of reduced inversion efficiency in vivo. A total of six different amplitudes were used for the FOCI (468.7, 421.8, 374.9, 281.2, 187.5, 93.7 V) and TR-FOCI (429.7, 419.1, 375.8, 279.2, 193.4, 107.4 V) and 15 label and control images were acquired. All other image parameters were kept identical. Finally, a measurement demonstrating the feasibility of a large
volume coverage with the TR-FOCI pulse was acquired in three volunteers by increasing the number of slices from 16 to 22 and reducing the amplitude of the TR-FOCI pulse from 429.7 to 419.1 V to compensate for the increased SAR.
Data analysis
All data were processed using MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). SPM12 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK) was used to realign and average the 30 label and control images, respectively. The mean of all images was used to segment grey matter. Only regions with a probability higher than 90 % have been regarded as grey matter and were used as a mask. The accuracy of the grey matter segmentation was confirmed visually by overlaying the mask on the image data. Perfusion-weighted images ΔM were obtained by subtracting the realigned mean control and label images. Then, maps of absolute cerebral blood flow (CBF) f in ml/100 g/min were calculated pixel by pixel using the following equation [33] :
with the blood tissue partition coefficient λ = 0.9, the inversion time TI 2 = 2 s, the longitudinal relaxation time of arterial blood T 1,b = 2.29 s [34] , the inversion efficiency α = 0.98, bolus length TI 1 = 0.8 s, and M 0 the equilibrium magnetisation. The mask was then applied to the CBF maps to provide the mean and standard deviation (SD) of perfusion values in grey matter. A two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for testing the effects of the optimised pulse and the pads, respectively, on the perfusion signal was performed. The reduced inversion efficiency and large volume experiment data where co-registered to each other and masked using a brain mask generated using FSL BET [35] to ease comparability between the scans. Absolute B 1 + maps were calculated as a part of the online image reconstruction using the integral of the saturation pulse envelope and taken directly from the console. The relative increase in B 1 + was calculated by taking the ratio of the co-registered given the operational amplitude of the inversion pulse (V op ) and the reference amplitude of the saturation pulse (V nom ) used to create the B 1 + maps. 
Results
Normalised B 1 + amplitude, off-resonance frequency df and slice-selection gradient of the B 1 + -optimised TR-FOCI are displayed in Fig. 1d . The shown pulse inverts a 100 mm slab. A simulation of its inversion profile at three different maximum B 1 + amplitudes is shown in Fig. 1e . The created pulse makes moderate sacrifices in the frequency sweep (±15.5 kHz) and transition bands but ensures that complete inversion occurs at a target peak B 1 + of 5 μT. Experimentally gained inversion profiles of FOCI and TR-FOCI are shown in Fig. 1c and f, respectively. Simulated and experimental data show an excellent agreement. The transition zones of the experimental FOCI shows some noise around the zero crossing while a slight asymmetry due to off-resonance effects is visible in the experimental TR-FOCI profile. Figure 2 reveals that the TR-FOCI's robustness to offresonance displacements of the inversion slab is almost as good as that of the FOCI pulse. However, the off-resonance characteristics are different. The homogeneity and the completeness of the inversion are no longer achieved at low B 1 + amplitudes. Still, the TR-FOCI outperforms the FOCI and achieves a higher degree of inversion at every B 1 + amplitude. Even at an off-resonance of 400 Hz, a full inversion is possible at ~10 μT.
ASL data were successfully recorded from all five volunteers and provided sufficient quality for ASL post-processing. When using dielectric pads, the mean CBF in the grey matter with the FOCI pulse was 34.6 ± 2.6 ml/100 g/ min compared to 52.5 ± 10.3 ml/100 g/min with the optimised TR-FOCI pulse. Without the dielectric pads, the mean CBF with the FOCI pulse was 36.1 ± 6.0 ml/100 g/min versus 51.5 ± 10 ml/100 g/min with the TR-FOCI pulse. The results are summarised in Table 1 and the CBF values of the TR-FOCI pulse are in the normal physiological range between 40 and 100 ml/100 g/min [33] . Exemplary images from one volunteer are displayed in Fig. 3 showing perfusion-weighted images from each experiment. Susceptibility artefacts are visible in the inferior slices of the TR-FOCI images. However, in general, no systematic effect of the labelling pulse on the image quality was observed. a significant increase in perfusion signal explained by the usage of the TR-FOCI pulse (P = 0.0006). The visual inspection shows that grey matter signal is also more homogenous than with the FOCI pulse. The relative increase of the B 1 + field when using dielectric pads is shown in Fig. 5 . Especially in the posterior region of the neck, inferior of the cerebellum, the observed increase is more than 25 %. However, no significant variances in the mean perfusion signal were found that can be explained by the dielectric pads (P = 0.9446).
Fig. 3
Perfusion-weighted images of one exemplary volunteer with (1st and 3rd row) and without (2nd and 4th row) dielectric pads. The first two rows show images acquired using the optimised TR-FOCI, the images in the last two rows were acquired using the FOCI pulse Fig. 4 One exemplary slice of the perfusion-weighted images from all volunteers with (1st and 3rd row) and without (2nd and 4th row) dielectric pads. The first two rows show images acquired using the optimised TR-FOCI, the images in the last two rows were acquired using the FOCI pulse
The result of the inversion pulse amplitude reduction experiment is shown in Fig. 6 . The estimated B 1 + for the inversion pulses is given in the lower left of each panel. The maximal used amplitudes for each pulse thereby correspond to the ones used for the experiment with the five healthy volunteers, 10.1 μT (FOCI) and 9.3 μT (TR-FOCI). The figure shows that the FOCI pulse does not allow inversion below 4 μT, whereas the TR-FOCI pulse still achieves partial inversion. The generally higher inversion efficiency of the TR-FOCI in the given B 1 + range is reflected in the increased perfusion signal compared to signal gained with the FOCI pulse.
The feasibility of a large volume acquisition with the TR-FOCI pulse is depicted in Fig. 7 with its slice planning and labelling slice position depicted in Fig. 8 .
Discussion
We investigated the performance of a B 1 + -optimised adiabatic inversion pulse compared with a commonly used FOCI pulse. A PICORE labelling scheme was employed. So far, this approach was avoided at ultra-high field due to its challenging implementation. The proposed optimised adiabatic inversion pulse is necessary to make whole-brain PASL feasible at ultra-high fields. ASL perfusion imaging of the whole brain requires the labelling slab to be positioned towards the lower head and neck region. Figure 1e and f shows that the specifically designed TR-FOCI pulse copes with the problem of very low B 1 + amplitudes as its adiabatic threshold is much lower. From Fig. 1a and d it can be seen that the carrier frequency bandwidth of the TR-FOCI pulse is narrower compared to the FOCI pulse. Further, the average first derivative of the frequency sweep is much smaller than for the FOCI pulse. This allows lower B 1 + amplitudes as the change in direction of the effective field is slower. Hence, for the TR-FOCI, the magnetisation will still follow the effective field even at lower B 1 + amplitudes which ultimately leads to an inversion. Compared to the FOCI pulse (Fig. 1b, c) , the B 1 + -optimised pulse allows a uniform and complete inversion at B 1 + amplitudes as low as 5 µT, amplitudes typically expected in the neck region. The improved labelling efficiency of the TR-FOCI is reflected by a significantly increased perfusion signal compared to the usage of the FOCI pulse. This strong increase is very well depicted in Fig. 3 where the grey matter perfusion is more prominent in the images obtained with the optimised TR-FOCI pulse. This qualitative assessment is confirmed by the ANOVA analysis. The gained increase in perfusion signal of around 40 % when using the TR-FOCI pulse is in agreement with the different inversion efficiencies of both pulses. Estimating the efficiencies using the experimental inversion profiles in combination with the peak B 1 amplitudes (~10 µT) derived from the B 1 + maps in the labelling slab, yields ~98 % for the TR-FOCI pulse and ~80 % for the FOCI pulse. The CBF ratio between FOCI and TR-FOCI expected from these values is about 80 % compared to the experimentally found 70 %. Given that the experimental inversion profiles were derived in a phantom offering a more homogeneous B 1 + than a human neck, this deviation is most likely due to an overestimation of the FOCI's inversion efficiency. Further, the peak B 1 + values of both pulses are estimates and do not necessarily reflect the exact B 1 + available in the labelling region of each volunteer. Therefore, it is likely that the available B 1 + is lower than expected and closer to values reported by other researchers [28] . Figure 1 shows, that around 10 µT, a drop in B 1 + would directly affect the inversion efficiency of the FOCI + increase in percent when using pads compared to not using pads. The map shows a sagittal slice of head and neck and axial slices from the indicated positions pulse, while the TR-FOCI's efficiency remains stable until below 5 µT (cf. Fig. 6 ).
In contrast to [18] , our results imply that the usage of dielectric pads had little effect on the inversion efficiency. This is expected for an inversion pulse that already fulfils the adiabatic condition at B 1 + amplitudes obtained without pads, e.g. the optimised TR-FOCI pulse. However, for the FOCI pulse, an increase in B 1 + should result in a higher labelling efficiency (cf. Fig. 1b) and, therefore, in a higher perfusion signal. Figure 5 reveals a B 1 + increase of more than 25 % in some regions in the neck, however, the effect is much less pronounced in regions that include the feeding arteries, e.g. the internal carotid arteries (ICAs). This is supported by the perfusion-weighted images gained with pads and the FOCI pulse, shown in Fig. 3 . There, only the regions of the brain fed by the vertebral arteries show a prominent perfusion signal. Because of their more posterior location compared to the ICAs they are affected by the pads' B 1 + enhancement. Still, the overall improvement did not translate to a significantly improved labelling efficiency, i.e. perfusion signal, although the inherently low SNR of the perfusion signal may cloud slight gains in labelling efficiency. Variations in the impact of the pads are most likely explained by their placement along with the subject's individual B 1 + profile, which influences their effectiveness and, therefore, complicates the routine use of pads.
In addition to the low B 1 + in the neck region, Fig. 2 illustrates the necessity of good shimming in this region in order to achieve a high labelling efficiency. It shows how the inversion efficiency is affected by off-resonance effects. While the shift of the labelling slab is almost negligible, off-resonances lead to a non-uniform inversion. B 0 inhomogeneities might, therefore, cause varying labelling efficiencies in different feeding arteries, which then lead to regional different perfusion signals. Although, the simulated off-resonance of 400 Hz is quite large, the general impact of off-resonance on the inversion profile might explain why the perfusion signal with the TR-FOCI pulse is more homogeneous.
Literature reports on PASL at ultra-high field are limited. Existing studies focused on imaging the superior part of the brain to circumvent the problem of low B 1 + amplitudes towards the end of the coil. By imaging only a few slices [8] or even only a single slice [36] , a whole-brain coverage is not feasible, but the labelling slab could be shifted towards superior regions which have higher B 1 + amplitudes available. So far, only two studies exist that followed the approach of using an optimised adiabatic inversion pulse. 6 One exemplary slice of the perfusion-weighted images from the amplitude reduction experiment using the standard FOCI pulse (left) and optimised TR-FOCI pulse (right). The background noise was masked using a brain mask to ease comparability Ivanov et al. [21] focused on the combination of ASL with a simultaneous multi-slice EPI and Bause et al. [10] demonstrated the feasibility of PASL at 9.4 T, but they did not compare the outcome using their optimised pulse to that of a commonly used pulse. Both studies used a FAIR labelling scheme, which, in contrast to the PICORE labelling scheme used in this study, requires the labelling efficiencies of control (slice-selective) and labelling (non-selective) pulse to be identical in the imaging region [37] . Especially for whole-brain ASL, this requirement might be violated due to relaxation effects and off-resonance at ultra-high field. The PICORE technique only demands that the control pulse delivers the same energy as the labelling pulse in order to compensate for magnetisation transfer effects. Furthermore, PICORE allows a higher flexibility with regard to territorial ASL where angulated labelling planes are typically used with PASL. SAR could be kept low enough to allow for the additional saturation pulses required with Q2TIPS. These pulses are necessary to define the temporal length of the labelled blood bolus. In contrast to a time consuming measurement at multiple inflow times, this enables a robust perfusion measurement using only a single inversion time.
Pseudo-continuous ASL schemes have been investigated to perform whole-brain perfusion imaging. Similar to PASL, this labelling approach also suffers from low B 1 + amplitudes and inhomogeneities. Further, it is very sensitive to off-resonances in the labelling region, which are detrimental for its tagging efficiency. Therefore, these studies included special measures such as the usage of dielectric pads [9, 38] or correction strategies for off-resonance effects [11, 12] . Also, dedicated labelling coils have been proposed to overcome the problem of low B 1 + amplitudes [39] . Although pCASL has the theoretically higher SNR, PASL might be advantageous in terms of SAR due to the repeated RF transmission in the labelling train of pCASL compared to the single inversion pulse used in PASL.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have shown that a B 1 + -optimised TR-FOCI significantly improves the perfusion signal of PASL compared to a FOCI pulse. Furthermore, PICORE-ASL covering a large volume of the brain is feasible at ultra-high fields without the use of dielectric pads or dedicated hardware. Fig. 7 Perfusion-weighted images of three volunteers covering a large volume of the brain. The background noise was masked using a brain mask to ease comparability and 1 of the 22 slices was cut off due to co-registration of the volunteers to each other 
